The American Civil War
by Eagle Games
Optional Rules

River Movement

The Mississippi and Ohio River systems provided essential transportation avenues for both armies during the Civil War.  To portray this important facet in the game, the following optional rule may be employed.

For game purposes, these 2 river systems are divided into river segments, which are defined as the connecting river between 2 river port cities.  Specifically the Ohio River system contains the following river segments, starting at the head waters; Pittsburgh to Cincinnati, Cincinnati to  Louisville, Louisville to Memphis.  The Mississippi River system contains; St. Louis to Memphis, Memphis to Vicksburg, Vicksburg to New Orleans.  Note that the river segment between St. Louis, Louisville and Memphis contains 3 river port cities, all of which are on the same river segment, e.g. St. Louis and Louisville are on the same river segment.

To move units by river the moving units must start their turn in a river port city; they may then move along the river segment, any distance to an area (including cities) connected to that river segment.  Units may move across multiple river segments in one river movement provided they do not cross an enemy controlled river port city.  Enemy controlled includes any city occupied by enemy units (Infantry, Cavalry or Artillery), or any river port city unoccupied by enemy units but friendly to the non-moving player.  For example, Union troops could not move past Vicksburg unless it was occupied by other Union troops. 

Units may not combine river movement with any other form of movement in the same turn.

The costs to move units by river movement is half the standard cost of regular amphibious movement.  That is, Cavalry units cost 1 naval rating point to move, Infantry and Artillery cost ½ (rounded up) naval rating points to move.

Units may move into any area or city, whether enemy occupied or not, along a river segment they are traveling along.  If units enter an enemy occupied area a battle will result, however the moving units may not use river movement to retreat.  River movement may never be used as an avenue for retreat under any situations.

Units that move by river into an enemy occupied territory have the same battle reductions as units making a normal amphibious move - i.e. charge and fire attack dice rolls are reduced by 1.  This reduction only applies if more than half the attackers come into the battle area by river movement, and applies to all attackers in the area.  This interpretation should also be used for battles resulting from amphibious moves as well.

Interception and River Naval Combat

The non-moving player may attempt to prevent the moving player's river movement by declaring an interception attempt.  Such declaration must be made immediately, as soon as the moving player announces or makes his river move.  To intercept the non-moving player must have at least 1 river port city on a river segment being traversed by the moving players units.  Interception is conducted exactly the same as regular naval interception with the following exceptions:

- If the moving player loses the naval battle, no moving units are eliminated, they are simply returned to their starting location and may move no further that turn.

- Whichever side loses the naval battle, and regardless of by how much, only 1 naval rating point is removed from that player's total, but that 1 point is only subtracted from the current turn's naval capacity, not the players naval points total.  (i.e. it is restored at the end of the player's turn).

Interdiction

Interdiction is the process by which the non-moving player attempts to restrict regular land movement across a river segments.  In order to interdict the moving player's units, the non-moving player must have a friendly controlled river port city on the segment being crossed by the enemy units.  Units moving by rail may not be interdicted.  The process for interdiction is for each player to roll 1 die for each friendly controlled port on the river segment being crossed.  The moving player's dice roll total is subtracted from the interdicting player's dice roll total.  If the resulting number is greater than zero, that river segment has been interdicted and no movement may be made across that river segment (at any location) by the moving player's units for the remainder of the turn.  Any units that already successfully crossed that segment are unaffected.  A player may attempt interdiction any number of times, even on the same river segment.  The moving player may elect to move units one at a time across the river, with each move being separately interdiction attempted, however once interdiction is successful, no further movement across that segment is possible, so there are pitfalls to using that tactic.  The costs to interdict is one naval rating point per river segment where interdiction is attempted (any number of interdiction attempts may be made in that turn, on that segment for the same 1 naval point expenditure).  Movement across a river at a city may not be interdicted.


SUPPLY

Supply is determined at the beginning of a players movement phase, and then again at the start of each separate battle (for those units involved in a battle).  To be in supply a unit must be able to trace a path from its area to a friendly production center and a friendly transportation center.  This path may be through as many areas as needed to complete the supply line but may not pass through an enemy controlled area.

A friendly production center is defined as any friendly controlled city with a production value of more then 5, and additionally for the south, any area in Texas is considered a production area.  Friendly controlled production centers are those cities native to a side at the start of the game (blue for north, gray for south) that are not enemy occupied.  Friendly transportation centers are any friendly occupied city (regardless of which side that city started the game as).

Supply lines may be traced by sea provided the side tracing supply by sea has a greater naval rating then his opponent.  To trace supply by sea the supply line must first be traced to an area adjacent to the sea (not necessarily a city) and then to a friendly controlled native port.  You cannot trace supply to a port that was originally owned by your opponent.  Note also that the supply line must still ultimately be traced to a production center AND a transportation center - the port to which the supply line is traced may not be either.

A unit not in supply at the start of movement may not be moved.  A unit not in supply at the start of a battle may not attack.  Units in such a situation must immediately retreat and are subject to pursuit fire.


FORCED MARCH

Units may attempt to move one extra area by using Forced March and normal land movement rules. A Forced March attempt is made by moving units at the conclusion of their regular movement, but before any other units are moved.  To accomplish a Forced March, the moving units must be accompanied by a leader that has moved with those same units during their regular movement.  Forced March movement may be into an enemy occupied area, but may NOT be out of an enemy occupied area.  Each leader may be used to conduct 1 Forced March attempt per turn.  The procedure for Forced March is as follows:
The moving player declares a Forced March by units after the completion of their regular movement.  Only units that have moved together as a single group may be combined as a Forced March attempt.  The moving player must declare how many and which of the moving units are being Forced Marched, and the area they are attempting to enter.  Not all of the units that moved together as a group are required to attempt the Forced March..

Roll the die for each Forced March Attempt; the resulting number is the number of units that successfully may be moved into the extra area.
If the die roll result is less then the number of units attempting the FM, the remaining units (those unable to complete the FM) are disrupted.   Lay disrupted units on their side to indicate their disrupted status.

If  the die roll result is greater then the number of units attempting a Forced March, then all units have successfully made the extra move.  However,  if a 6 is rolled, up to 5 units may be moved, but one of the units being Force Marched must be disrupted (owner's choice).  This disrupted unit remains in place and does not move into the extra area.

Cavalry units may only be Forced Marched with other Cavalry units (or by themselves), not a combined force of Infantry and Artillery.  However, Cavalry units may move their normal 2 areas in conjunction with Infantry units making a Forced March, and may use the same leader to conduct their own Forced March if they were accompanied by that same leader through their normal movement (even if that leader was used to Force March accompanying Infantry/Artillery units).

A Leader must move into the new area with the units making the extra move, however, if no units successfully complete the Forced March, the leader is not obligated to move into the extra space, at the owning player's option.  Note that this can only occur if the player attempts to Force March a single unit and rolls a 6.

Disrupted Units
Disrupted units may not move, and may not attack..  If forced to attack, disrupted units must make an immediate retreat and are subject to pursuit fire. Disrupted units may defend, but must start the battle turn in the Retreat area.  If rallied by a leader they lose their disrupted status and function normally from then on.  Disrupted units that retreat remain disrupted.

Disrupted units become undisrupted at the start of a movement turn in which a friendly leader occupies their area, or at the end of a movement turn if the owning player rolls a 5 or 6 on a single die roll.   Disruption recovery die rolls are made individually for each unit.  Disrupted units may not recover in the same turn in which they became disrupted.  Leaders are never disrupted.

ADVANCED RULES MODIFICATION

Initiative and Battle Board Setup

Attacker places all of his units in the reserve area at the start of a battle.  The defender may set up his units in any area of his choosing, provided each line position is occupied by at least one combat unit (i.e. non-leader).  The attacker will always get to move first during the battle phase, with the number of turns/moves he may make determined by the initiative dice rolls.  In any case the attacker must occupy each line position by the end of his initial move and free moves or the defender automatically wins.

Initiative modifiers for each side are determined and both players compare their modified initiative dice rolls.  If the attacker's modified dice roll total is double or more than that of the defender's modified dice roll total, the attacker gets 2 full moves at the start of the battle.  If the defender's modified dice roll total is double or more than the attacker's modified dice roll total, then the attacker still moves first, but he may only move as many of his units as the natural dice roll number he rolled for initiative (no modifiers applied).  

For example, defender has a +2 modifier and rolls a 10, defender total is 12.  Attacker has a +1 modifier and rolls a 4 for a total of 5.  The defender's total is more then double the attacker's total (12 vs 5) so the attacker may only move 4 (his natural dice roll total) units in his first turn.

If the initiative dice roll comparison is any other combination (i.e. neither side has double his opponent's total), then neither side gets a benefit and the attacker simply starts the battle phase by moving first.  This gives the defender some what of a natural advantage that he would have had anyway.

.
Political Initiatives
European Support & Intervention & Blockade
The Standard Rules present too great of an opportunity for the European powers to become militarily involved in the American Civil War then is historically realistic.  To reflect a more accurate representation, the following rules should be used which combines the Advanced Blockade rules with the political initiatives of the Standard rules.

Since the Confederate player chooses his political initiatives first, the Seek European Support & Intervention option is combined with the Union's Blockade option as follows:

If the Confederate player selects the Seek European Support & Intervention option, the Union player may declare a naval blockade, as his political initiative for that phase, at that same time before the Confederate player rolls for European Intervention.

If the Union player does declare a naval blockade, the European Support & Intervention (ESI) Rating is immediately reduced by 1 factor, before the Confederate player rolls the dice.  With a blockade in effect, the number of Production Points supplied (if the dice roll result is greater then or equal to the ESI Rating), is reduced according to the following (based on a Union dice roll of 2 dice):

Production Points Reduction = Union Naval Rating PLUS Union Blockade dice roll MINUS Confederate Naval Rating MINUS Number of Confederate owned and controlled friendly Port cities (i.e. natural Confederate ports)

If the above blockade reduction factor is less then zero, then no reduction in the European Support Production Points occurs, but instead the Union Naval Rating is reduced by 1 factor.

The European powers (Britain and France) will only intervene on the side of the south if either the Union declares war on Europe or the Confederate player first accomplishes the following political initiatives:
	- Emancipation of the Slaves
	- Conscription

If a Seek European Support & Intervention dice roll would ordinarily result in intervention (i.e. greater then 3 more then the EIS Rating), and the south has not accomplished the 2 objectives necessary to obtain European intervention, then the following events occur (in order of the Intervention result being obtained on the dice roll):

first time: 20 Production Points added to the Confederacy total for the current phase

second time: 20 Production Points added to the Confederacy total for the current phase AND the EIS Rating is immediately reduced by 1 factor

third time: 20 Production Points added to the Confederacy total for the current phase AND the Confederate Naval Rating is immediately increased by 1 factor

all subsequent occurrences: 20 Production Points added to the Confederacy total for the current phase


Combat System

It is somewhat artificial, in the standard combat system, for an arbitrary limit of 6 units per side to be fought in a 3 line battle formation while fewer units result in a single line skirmish formation battle.  This is fine for defining a "major" battle, but does not reflect reality.  The current rules make it more palatable for a defender to guard an area with only 5 units instead of 6.  No general of any era, let alone the Civil War, would voluntarily opt to defend with fewer units.  Therefore to reflect greater realism in the game, employ the following modification to the tactical battle system:

- All battles, regardless of the number of units on either side, are fought on the standard 3 position battle board (left, center, right).

- A battle is won when a side no longer occupies the 3 line positions with combat units (leaders are not combat units).  This is in contrast to the standard rule that says a side loses the battle when they no longer occupy any 1 battle position.  A side is considered to occupy a line position if it has combat units on his line, the middle ground or his opponents side.  For example; the Union units occupying the  Confederate Left are considered to be occupying the Union Right line position as well.

- Units may fire (but not charge) sideways into an adjacent battle position providing there are no enemy units adjacent to it in the same line position (neither in front nor in back).





EXAMPLE: Blue Infantry (I) in middle ground may NOT fire at Gray Infantry in Middle Center, because of Gray units in left line position in front of them.  Gray units in Middle Center MAY fire at Blue units in Middle Flank.

            |             BLUE RESERVE             |          
            |                                      |          
            |--------------------------------------|
            |            |            |            |      BLUE    
            |            |            |     A      |          I = Infantry
            |            |            |            |          A = Artillery
            |--------------------------------------|          C = Cavalry
            |            |            |            |      GRAY    
            |  I I I     |  X X X     |            |          X = Infantry
            |            |            |            |          O = Artillery
            |--------------------------------------|          / = Cavalry 
            |            |            |            |          
            |   X  X  /  |            |     /      |          
            |            |            |            |          
            |--------------------------------------|
            |                                      |          
            |             GRAY RESERVE             |          


- Units may fire (but not charge) into the opponent's reserve area providing there are no enemy units adjacent to it nor enemy units in the same line but not adjacent (in those unlikely cases where both sides are behind each other).  When firing into the reserve battle position, all hits result in the defending unit being eliminated, all other dice roll results are treated as defender retreats (i.e. no need to roll the die to determine the hit results).

EXAMPLE: Blue Infantry in Gray Left position may NOT fire into the Gray Reserve because of the Gray Cavalry in the Blue Right position (even though they are not adjacent).  Blue Cavalry in Gray Center position may NOT fire into Gray Reserve because of Gray Artillery adjacent to it in the Gray Right position.  Gray Infantry in the Blue Left position MAY fire into Blue Reserve.

            |             BLUE RESERVE             |          
            |                                      |          
            |--------------------------------------|
            |            |            |            |      BLUE    
            |     /      |            |     X      |          I = Infantry
            |            |            |            |          A = Artillery
            |--------------------------------------|          C = Cavalry
            |            |            |            |      GRAY    
            |            |     A      |            |          X = Infantry
            |            |            |            |          O = Artillery
            |--------------------------------------|          / = Cavalry 
            |            |            |            |          
            |     I      |     C      |     O      |          
            |            |            |            |          
            |--------------------------------------|
            |                                      |          
            |             GRAY RESERVE             |          


-Units in reserve may never fire out of the reserve area, however they may charge against adjacent enemy units but with a -2 dice roll modifier.  Note that artillery may never charge.

- Leaders left alone in a battle position are immediately moved to the reserve area, or at the owner's option, to the Retreat area.

